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From Keyboards to Handcuffs
Early last year, the Government of Alberta invested $13.4
million to build and implement a Crime Reduction Strategy
for the Province. I’m proud of our leads and their units who
hit the ground running.

“What we are talking about is using our
intelligence and intelligence resources to shift
from reactive policing to start thinking about
problem-based policing and intelligence led
policing. When you leave the detachment and
you make a decision to turn left or turn right,
why are you making that decision?”

In less than a year, we have set up four District Level Crime
Reduction Units made up of 32 highly experienced officers
and civilian crime analysts. We have also hired five
additional Intelligence Officers and nine civilian Criminal
- Spt. Peter Tewfik,
Analysts and Researchers to further bolster our intelligence
OIC, Crime Reduction Strategies
program. Lastly, we have further strengthened our
operational capacity in key areas by establishing the Call
Back Unit and the Pros Data Centre which has modernized
the way we do business in K Division. These resources have been directed to support the many initiatives under our
Crime Reduction Strategy and we have told those stories as they have been implemented over the last year.

The Core of Crime Reduction
Every initiative and every operation undertaken by this Division is led by intelligence. It is the core of our Crime
Reduction Strategy. The numerous initiatives we have implemented in the past year would not be possible without the
changes we have made to enhance our ability to gather, analyze and share actionable intelligence to our members on
the road and in communities.
Our Crime Priority Ranking Tool for detachments illustrates how we
have improved the path from raw crime data, or business intelligence,
to placing a repeat offender in handcuffs, empowering citizens with the
right tools and developing strategies with our partners that keep our
communities safe. This tool allows us to see, in a monthly snapshot,
where to focus our resources to have the biggest impact on crime. For
example, we prioritize our bait vehicle deployments based on what the
ranking tool identifies as the hardest-hit areas for auto crime in the
province.
That is just one example of the many ways we have operationalized our
business intelligence in the past year to advance the four pillars of our
Crime Reduction Strategy: Apprehension, Suppression, Targeted
Prevention and Offender Management.
Intelligence weaves these different components into a shared goal of community safety: from finding the criminals
that cause the most harm, finding the victims that need the most support and collaborating with the right partners to
keep Albertans safe.
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Impact – Early Results
Our Crime Reduction Strategy focuses on crime types that are most effectively addressed through enhanced
intelligence gathering capacity and application.
From 2014 to 2017, key property crime indicators such as break and enters, theft of motor vehicle, theft over and
under $5,000 and possession of stolen property saw a steady increase, year over year. Since the launch of the Alberta
RCMP’s Crime Reduction Strategy, these property crime types have seen a 9.8 per cent decrease in rural detachments
and a 6.1 per cent decrease in municipal detachments.
We are proud of this progress.
We are committed to maintaining this trend in the new year by further improving our efficiency as various initiatives
stabilize and implementing new initiatives focused on targeted prevention and offender management.
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Province-Wide Statistics – All Detachments

Key Property Crime Indicators (excluding fraud, arson, mischief)
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Apprehension – Crime Reduction Units
The arrest numbers outlined in this chart represent how our intelligence
programs works with our frontline officers to find the criminals who hurt
communities the most.
Along with their own sources, our CRU teams have used intelligence to
recover millions in stolen property, dismantle chop chops, and taken
countless amounts of drugs off the street.

- Cst. Burton, SAD CRU

Most important, since their launch, our District CRU Teams have arrested
nearly 900 repeat offenders who are responsible for the majority of crime in
the province.

Individuals arrested by CRU have, on
average, more than 3 charges against them
at time of arrest

“Many people believe that
crossing provincial lines will
force us to cease efforts to
apprehend them, but this is
certainly not the case.”

TOTAL

CRU - Highlights as of
February 4, 2019
Total Number of Arrests by CRU
Total Number of Charges –
RCMP Jurisdiction
Total Number of Charges Other Jurisdictions
(non-RCMP)
Total Number of Executed
Warrants

Cst. Wilson, EAD CRU

Total Number of Charges - RCMP

CAD

“We see our value not only in
positive numbers, but in some
of our more impactful
investigations. The recovery of
nine specialty racing bikes in
August...or the recovery of two
high end Camaros...bring a
smile to everyone’s face.”

- Sgt. Lande, CAD CRU
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we’re deciding what we should
be working on and we decide
based on crime hot spots and
its intelligence lead as well.”
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“By using an intelligence based
approach to crime reduction we
are able to target specific
people that are responsible for
a large number of crimes. If
you're in our area and creating
problems, you become our
target.”

Sgt. Kyle, WAD CRU
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Suppression – More Patrols, Less Paperwork
We know police presence in criminally active areas help deter criminal
activity. That’s why last year, we launched the Call Management
Initiative by establishing two units that will help frontline members
dedicate more time to do what they do best: conducting investigations
and engaging with the community.

Call Back Unit

“I use PDC daily and I believe it's
definitely a big step in the right
direction for “K” Division. With PDC,
I'm able to focus more time on
serious investigations and proactive
police work.”

- Cst. Dupuis,
Valleyview RCMP

From February 15 to December 31, 2018, the Call Back Unit diverted and answered 4,647 calls for service rather than
dispatching to front line members. This realized a savings of 11,580 person hours to front line members, equaling nine
and a half General Duty Constable’s workload in a year.

PROS Data Centre
The PROS Data Centre Pilot Project has reduced data entry for
participating RCMP frontline members from approximately 43
minutes to an average of 4 minutes and 43 seconds, not including
travel time.
Based on 2,687 police
files entered since the
pilot program launched
in June, the PROS Data
Centre has saved 1,717
hours and 30 minutes
of data entry time for
RCMP frontline
members, not
including travel time.
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“Any time saved from being in
front of a computer and the
members being out and about is a
good investment.”

- Sgt. Larocque,
NCO, Call Management
Initiative
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Response Times
In 2017, the OCC received almost 700,000 complaints and 911 calls. Calls where personal safety is at risk are our
number one priority.
In those cases, in RCMP’s provincial detachments, from the dispatcher receiving the file to the member arriving on
scene, it takes:
• An average of 20 minutes and 15 seconds for the police to respond.
• In just over 20% of the time, a member is on scene in ten minutes or less.
• In just over 80% of the time, members are on scene in 30 minutes or less.
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Targeted Prevention and Offender Management
We have established the framework that enhances our ability to
find and target repeat offenders and develop an accurate snapshot
of the criminal landscape in Alberta.
This year, we turn our focus to addressing the root causes of
criminality, directly engaging with Albertans and enhancing the
way we respond to victims of crime.

Offender Management
In the next few months, RCMP will pilot an offender management
strategy in central Alberta that will aim to address the root causes
of criminal behaviour. The pilot will leverage experts in other
disciplines to deliver a local response to local problems that often
drive criminal behaviour in repeat offenders.

Community Engagement
In the last year, Alberta RCMP has placed an emphasis on
directly engaging with Albertans. The Alberta RCMP Online
Crime Map, accessible through partnering municipalities
have been viewed over 1 million times since it launched last
summer. Detachments across Alberta raised awareness on
auto theft prevention through a coordinated and provincewide Lock it or Lose It Campaigns across the province. This
year will see a continued emphasis on how we engage with
the communities we serve from home visits and community
engagement sessions to innovative ways of sharing
information online.

social
services
health
services

justice
system

“The offenders that we manage affect
multiple systems, including health, social
services, and justice. We need to be aware of
the full spectrum of tools at our disposal.
There are many cases where justice is not the
appropriate system to address the issues that
keep offenders entrenched in a life of crime.”

- Cst. Stratton, Integrated
Offender Management (IOM)

Project Lock Up
Project Lock Up, announced in February, creates a framework that enables the RCMP and its enforcement and citizenled stakeholders, to place a spotlight on repeat victims of property crime.
Led by intelligence and supported by a strong partner network,
the initiative aims to reduce property crime and build trust
between citizens and law enforcement. As part of Project Lock
Up, RCMP’s Community Engagement and Outreach Specialists
will meet with regular Albertans who have been hit the hardest
by property crime. They will listen to their story and work with
them to ensure they are never targeted again.

"The victims need to know that they're being
heard and that things are being followed
through on.”

- Brenda Nuefeld, Business
Owner
CBC News, February 6, 2019
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Biggest Wins of 2018
April 2018 – EAD CRU, Viking RCMP, Killam RCMP, Two Hills RMCP, Vegreville RCMP, Auto Theft Unit - Chop Shop
Dismantled, Weapons Recovered in Viking
In a coordinated effort, RCMP members executed search warrants on two rural
residences in Hardisty and Bruce, Alberta, resulting in the recovery of over $100,000 in
stolen property. Police believed the residences were part of a “chop shop” type of
operation. During the search, members seized ATVs, motorcycles, trucks, 22 firearms,
and a variety of controlled substances. Five individuals were arrested and charged with
a variety of property-related offences.
July 2018 – WAD CRU, Fox Creek RCMP – Gathered Intelligence Results in Ten
Arrests, 53 Charges, Drugs, Weapons
Based on gathered intelligence, Western Alberta District Crime Reduction Unit and
Fox Creek RCMP executed search warrants at two residences in the Town of Fox
Creek resulting in ten arrests, 53 charges and the seizure of weapons, drugs and over
$11,000 in Canadian currency.
July 27 – CAD CRU, Wetaskiwin CRU, St. Albert CRU, Edmonton Auto Theft Unit – Integrated Investigation
Dismantles Chop Shop, Arrests Four
The Central Alberta District Crime Reduction Unit initiated an investigation into four subjects believed to be operating
a chop shop. During the investigation, CAD CRU confirmed that vehicles associated with the suspects were stolen and
gathered additional evidence required to execute a search warrant on a related residence. In coordination with
Wetaskiwin CRU, St. Albert CRU and the Edmonton Auto Theft Unit, the Central Alberta Crime Reduction Unit
executed a search warrant and subsequently seized a stolen trailer and stolen parts from another vehicle. Four males,
ages 29, 44, 48 and 50, are facing a variety of charges including Possession of Property Obtained by Crime and
Possession of a Controlled Substance.
July 2018 – Traffic Services – Traffic Stop Leads to Seizure of $1 Million Fentanyl Found in Hidden Compartment
While on patrol, Alberta RCMP Roving Traffic Unit initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle believed to be stolen. During the
course of the traffic stop, the investigating member gathered intelligence which resulted in the member initiating a
search of the vehicle for suspected drug trafficking. During the search, the member located a hidden compartment in
the rear of the vehicle holding 5 kg of a substance in vacuum-sealed bags. Presumptive test results of the seized
substance indicate it is Fentanyl with an estimated street value of $1 million. A male, age 62, is facing charges of
trafficking of a controlled substance.
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July 2018 – RCMP and EPS – Collaboration Takes Down Break and Enter Group
RCMP in Central Alberta and the Edmonton Police Service embarked on a
joint operation to locate and arrest a group behind a series of break and
enter incidents. The group is believed to have stolen over $125,000 in cash
and goods and have caused over $50,000 in property damage. In a
coordinated effort which involved the RCMP, EPS and a High Altitude
Surveillance Plane, officers executed search warrants on four residences
which resulted in the arrest of four individuals and the recovery of a variety
of items including a signed Nugent-Hopkins Edmonton Oilers jersey, jewelry
and a safe.
August 7 – CAD CRU – Crime Reduction Unit Returns High-End Bicycles to International Racing Team
Based on gathered intelligence, the Central Alberta Crime Reduction Unit initiated a targeted investigation into an
abandoned property near Nisku where they discovered nine stolen specialty racing bicycles. The bicycles were
undamaged and estimated to be valued in excess of $40,000. The bicycles were traced back to a break and enter
incident at an Edmonton cycling facility a few weeks prior and were returned to the rightful owners, an international
racing team training in Edmonton.
September 5 – CAD CRU, Leduc RCMP, Westlock RCMP – Coordinated Efforts Leads to Two Arrests, 27 New Charges,
and Recovery of Vehicles. Suspects believed to be
connected to 70 criminal incidents.
The Central Alberta District Crime Reduction Unit
(CAD CRU), in coordination with Leduc RCMP,
initiated efforts to locate a duo suspected to be
behind over 70 criminal incidents along the Highway
2 corridor. Gathered intelligence first led CAD CRU to
Hinton where members recovered a 30-foot RV that
was being used by the duo. Further intelligence
suggested the duo may have stolen two Camaros
from the area and fled to Hinton where they proceeded to steal a truck from a dealership. CAD CRU, in coordination
with Westlock RCMP, Police Dog Services and RCMP Air Services, located and apprehended the suspects after a brief
pursuit in Westlock. Upon further investigation, Members recovered two Camaros, one Ford F350, one RV and a
Dodge Truck. One male, age 28, and one female, age 21 are facing a total of 27 new charges in relation to the arrest in
addition to charges related to six outstanding warrants. The investigation is ongoing to lay further charges. Click link
for the CTV News Coverage.
September 21 – SAD CRU, High River RCMP – Coordinated Investigation Recovers $300,000 in Stolen Property
In a coordinated effort, High River RCMP and Southern Alberta District initiated an investigation into a commercial
location believed to contain stolen property. Members executed a search warrant which resulted in the seizure of over
$300,000 in stolen property. Some of the stolen items seized include several trailers, a police roof-top LED light bar,
two trucks and an industrial street sweeper. Three males are facing a variety of property-related charges.
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October 2018 – WAD CRU, RCMP Auto Theft, McLennan RCMP, Peace Regional RCMP – Strong Collaboration Takes
Down Chop Shop
In a coordinated effort between WAD CRU, Auto Theft, McLennan RCMP and Peace Regional RCMP, RCMP executed a
search warrant on a rural property near Girouxville resulting in numerous drugs, weapons and property crime charges.
Members seized drug paraphernalia, weapons, ammo, five stolen vehicles, one licence plate, and $2,995 in Canadian
currency from the suspected “Chop Shop.” Three individuals were arrested on a total of 98 charges.
December 11 – EAD CRU, Cold Lake RCMP, Police Dog Services. RCMP Air Services - Community Tips Lead to 82
Charges and Arrest of Five Behind Break and Enter Spree
In early December, the Eastern Alberta Crime Reduction Unit began an investigation into a series of break and enter
incidents plaguing St. Paul County. Thanks to tips from the public, officers were able to identify vehicles believed to be
connected to the incidents. Later that evening, one of the suspect vehicles was involved in a break and enter incident
in the Cold Lake area. EAD CRU, with support from Cold Lake Police Dog Services, responded and located and disabled
the suspect vehicle. Five occupants exited the vehicle and fled on foot into the woods. Two suspects were immediately
apprehended and a search for the remaining suspects continued into the night. With assistance from RCMP Air
Services, police found and arrested all three suspects. During its investigation, officers recovered multiple stolen items
including stolen firearms, two vehicles from Kitscoty, one off-highway vehicle from Cold Lake, and one truck from
Dewberry. The investigation into the break and enters in St. Paul County continue and police anticipate additional
charges will be laid. Three male youths, one female youth and one female, age 19 are facing a total of 82 charges
including possession of stolen property, flight from police, and theft of motor vehicle.
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